150mm Long Phase Mask for Fiber Bragg Grating

O/E LAND Inc. Produces 150mm long phase masks. Long phase mask is an important tool to make narrow band filter, DWDM fiber grating filter, dispersion compensation grating filter, broad band reflection grating filters. There are some New types of phase masks:

- **Phase Shift Phase Mask**: up to 100 phase shift
- **Phase Mask Array**: 4, 8, 16, 32 channel DWDM phase mask array
- **Position Phase Masks**: up to 20 phase masks in high precision positions
- **Chirped Phase Mask**: up to 200 segments

**FEATURES:**

- Period accuracy up to 0.00000001 μm
- Grating period in phase mask down to 400nm
- Zero order: < 3%(typical), < 1%(minimum), < 5%(maximum)
- Optimized for 193, 244, 248, 266, 325, 365, and 488nm UV light illumination
- Large inventory of phase masks for next day delivery
- Low price, high performance
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